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MILITARY SPECIFICATION

CONNECTORS, COAXIAL, RADIO FREQUENCY,
SERIES HN, AND ASSOCIATED FITTINGS,
GENERAL SPECIFICATION FOR

This supplement forms a part of Military Specification MIL-C-3643A, 21 February 1961, and has been approved by the Department of Defense and is mandatory for use by the Departments of the Army, the Navy and the Air Force.

DETAIL SPECIFICATIONS

MIL-C-3643/1 — Connector, Plug, Electrical, Series HN, Type UG-59E/U.
MIL-C-3643/2 — Connector, Plug, Electrical, Series HN, Type UG-60E/U.
MIL-C-3643/3 — Connector, Receptacle, Electrical, Series HN, Type UG-61E/U.
MIL-C-3643/4 — Connector, Adapter, Series HN, Type UG-212C/U.
MIL-C-3643/5 — Connector, Plug, Electrical, Series HN, Type UG-333C/U.
MIL-C-3643/6 — Connector Adapter, Series HN, Type UG-413/U.
MIL-C-3643/7 — Connector, Plug, Electrical, Series HN, Type UG-494B/U.
MIL-C-3643/8 — Connector, Plug, Electrical, Series HN, Type UG-495D/U.
MIL-C-3643/9 — Connector, Receptacle, Electrical, Series HN, Type UG-496/U.
MIL-C-3643/11 — Connector, Receptacle, Electrical, Series HN, Type UG-427C/U.
MIL-C-3643/12 — Connector, Plug, Electrical, Series HN, Type UG-926B/U.
MIL-C-3643/13 — Clamp, Armor, Series HN, Type MX-1441/U.
MIL-C-3643/14 — Clamp, Armor, Series HN, Type MX-1462/U.
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